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SUMMARY 
Over a large range of the axial coordinate a typical higher-branch solution of the rotating-disk equations 
consists of a chain of inviscid cells separated from each other by viscous interlayers. In this paper the 
leading-order relation between two adjacent cells will be established by matched asymptotic expansions for 
general values of the parameter appearing in the equations. It is found that the relation between the solutions 
in the two cells crucially depends on the behaviour of the tangential velocity in the viscous interlayer. The 
results of the theory are compared with accurate numerical solutions and good agreement is obtained. 
1. Introduction 
During the past decade a number of interesting properties of solutions to the similarity rotating- 
disk equations have been established. At present it is known that the solution to the similarity 
equations for a single disk is non-unique. In fact, Zandbergen en Dijkstra [8] showed by means 
of adequate numerical techniques that branching of the solution occurs at certain values of the 
parameter s. Here s denotes the ratio of the tangential velocities of  the fluid at infinity and at 
the disk. According to further investigations [9] there are infinitely many solutions to the 
problem in a small region near s = 0. When two neighbouring branches are compared it is found 
that the main difference between the solutions consists of an extra inviscid cell which is built 
up as the solution proceeds from one branch into the other. Near the disk as well as near 
infinity the solutions are almost indistinguishable from each other in particular when higher 
branches are compared. 
Over a large range of the axial coordinate a typical higher-branch solution consists of a chain 
of inviscid ceils separated from each other by viscous interlayers. The solution ends with viscous 
regions both near the disk and near infinity. In order to get more insight in the structure of a 
chain of inviscid cells the present investigation was performed. 
Solutions of inviscid cell type have been considered earlier in papers by Kuiken [5], Ocken- 
don [7] and Bodonyi [2]. Kuiken and Bodonyi use one cell only in their work while Ockendon 
indicated the possibility of a chain of inviscid cells but she did not work out the details of  the 
argument necessary to match one cell with another. To leading order this match of two inviscid 
cell type solutions will be performed in the present paper and it appears that the behaviour of 
the tangential velocity in the viscous interlayer is crucial to the nature of the relation between 
the solutions in the two cells. 
The paper by Kuiken [5] has been taken as a starting point for the present work and his 
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expansion, valid for s = 0, will be generalized to arbitrary values of s. The relation between two 
adjacent inviscid cell type solutions will be given in the form of a theorem contained in Sec. 4 
and in the sequel an inviscid cell type solution will be called 'large hill' because of the shape of 
the axial velocity in such a cell. 
2. Preliminary analysis 
In this section a preliminary consideration is made to obtain an inviscid solution to the equa- 
tions. The result will be used in Sec. 3 as a starting point for the expansion of the solution. Let 
f, - f ' ,  g respectively denote the non-dimensional axial, radial and tangential velocities and let x 
be the non-dimensional xial coordinate. Consider the set of differential equations for the 
rotating disk. 
! f'2 _ 292 = _2S 2 ' f "  - i f"  + 2 
g"-fg' +f'g =0. 
, d ) (2.1) 
Here, the function f differs by a factor -2  from the one used elsewhere. Suppose that in some 
region the highest derivatives may be neglected which means that the solution is inviscid in such 
a region. The system (2.1) then becomes 
! f'2 _ 2g2 = _2s 2 ' - f f f '+2  
- fg '+fg  =0, 
f ' (0)  = 0, (2.2) 
where the origin x = 0 has been located via the boundary condition on f'. The system (2.2) can 
be solved exactly and the solution which satisfies the boundary condition is 
+g=/ j f  , f=Xcos 2 (#x)+c  , tt>~0 (2.3) 
where 
2C= -X +~/X2 + 452//22 (2.4) 
while X and /a are arbitrary constants. The non-negativity o f / l  does not imply a loss of 
generality. 
From numerical solutions relevant to large inviscid regions (Zandbergen, Dijkstra [4, 9]) it 
emerges that X is large and positive while I C I << X. Hence, we choose the upper sign in (2.4) 
so that 
2C= -X +N/~, 2 + 4S2//2  = 4s2/la2 (2.5) 
X +X/X 2 "+4s2/t~ 2 
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Note that the constant C vanishes at s = 0 and (2.3) coincides with the result found by 
Kuiken [5] in that case. The present theory is valid for general values of s and therefore 
constitutes a generalization f the Kuiken theory. 
On the basis of (2.3) the individual terms appearing in (2.1) can now be estimated in terms 
of ~. and/~ as follows 
f "  , g"=O(Xu 3) , s 2 =0(1), 
f f , ,  ;,2 , g2 , fg, , f ,g=O(X2g2),  
so that the condition 
~k/.l 3 << ~k2/.t 2 ¢~" #/~k "(< 1 (2.6) 
justifies the negligibility of the highest derivatives f "  and g". For extended inviscid regions 
encountered by Zandbergen and Dijkstra [4, 9] condition (2.6) was found to be satisfied. In 
particular they observed 
f= O(X)>> 1 , Ig l]f= O(#) << 1 , f "=O(Xg2)=O(1)  (2.7) 
which may be written in the form of the following limit 
X~oo , U -~0÷ , XU 2 ~A>0.  (2.8) 
Note that in this limit the conditions (2.7) and hence (2.6) are satisfied. Although (2.6) is 
satisfied under less severe conditions on X and 11 we shall restrict ourselves to the limit (2.8) in 
view of (2.7). 
Since we will only consider leading-order ffects, the constant C given by (2.5) may be 
replaced by its asymptotic value (for convenience later on), viz. 
~= s 2/(~.U 2). (2.9) 
In the limit (2.8) this is a finite number and the error [ C -  ~l is  of order 1/~. With Cin (2.3) 
replaced by Ewe may state that 
f (x)=Xcos2(ux)+L " , +~g=uf  , ~'=s~/(xu 2) (2.10) 
is an inviscid approximation to certain solutions of (2.1) in the limit (2.8). 
Solutions of the form (2.10) will be called 'large hills' because of the shape of the function f, 
which is large while g is much smaller. The range over which the hill extends constitutes one 
'cell' given by 
- ~<x~<+ ~' (2 .11)  
2/a 211 
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and the longer this range is, the better the approximation (2.10) appears to be. 
The parameters X and/a will now be defined in such a way that (2.10) coincides with f(0) 
andg(0) at the origin. To achieve this we must set 
f (0 )  -- x + ~'  , +_ g (0)  = ~e(0),  
or explicitly 
11 = +_g(O)/f(O) , X =½ f(0) {1 +x/1 - (2s/g(O)) 2 }. (2.12) 
The limit (2.8) is now recovered if 
f (0 )>>l  , g2(O)~Af (O)  , A>O.  (2.13) 
3. Expansion procedure for large hills 
On the basis of the considerations in Sec. 2 we will set up an expansion to approximate 
large-hill solutions and three terms will be calculated. 
Suppose that over a certain range of the coordinate x a solution to eqs. (2.1) is of large-hill 
type as defined in Sec. 2. With origin at the top of the hill (f'(0) = 0) it is assumed that (2.13) 
holds. The parameters X and ~ are defined by means of (2.12) with _+ = sign (g(0)). At the origin 
we then have 
f ' (0 )=0 , f (0 )=X+~ , g (0)=+U(X+~ (3.1) 
where ~'is given by (2.9). 
As a consequence of (2.13) the limit (2.8) applies and it follows that/a = 0(~-92). In 
principle, the expansion could be set up in terms of one parameter, but if both X and gt are used 
the structure becomes more clear. 
We now rescale the variables in such a way that the large-hill solution (2.10) as well as the 
cell range (2.11) remain of order O(1) in the limit (2.8): 
f (x)=XF(~) , g(x)=_+ X/aG(~) , ~=px. (3.2) 
In terms of the new variables the equations (2.1) and (3.1) become 
FF" ~ laF" /X = -~F  '2 +2G 2=2~/X+ , ~¢=s2/(Xgt 2) O(I), 
FG' - F 'G = uG"/X, (' = didO) (3.3) 
F'(O)=O , F(O)=G(O)= I +~[h. 
The inviscid nature of the differential equations now follows from the smallness of/a/X in the 
right-hand sides, which suggest the following expansion in the limit (2.8) 
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(3.4) 
Substitution of these expansions into (3.3) produces ahierarchy of problems for the functions 
F i and G i similar to the structure derived by Kuiken [5 ]: 
FoFo ' -~ 'Fo  u+2Go 2=0 , Fo (0)=l  , Fo(0)=0, 
FoGo - ' = FoGo =0 , Go(O) !; 
t t  t t 
FoF ' I '+FoF I -F 'oF1  +4GoG1 =2~ , F , (0 )=~ , F' I(0)=0, 
FoG;+F,G~-FoG,-F',G o =0 , G,(O)=~, 
tt t t ~ttt  
FoF ;  + FoF2 + = 1% , - FoF2 4GoG2 F2(0) = F~(0) = 0, 
FOG'2 + F2Go - FoGs -F~Go = G~' , G2(O) = O. 
These problems can be exactly solved (Dijkstra [4A], Kuiken [5]) and (3.4) becomes 
F(~) = cos2~ + + V ~ {- sin2} ln(cos~)} + O 
(3.5) 
4sin2~} +O(~1)  G(}) = F(~) + ~ {-~ tang-  
The simplicity of the second term F 1 ]X is a consequence of the special definition of the 
parameters X and/~. In addition the second term represents he main effect of the parameter s 
in the equations (2.1). At s = 0 the constant ~vanishes and in this case the result (3.5) is found 
to coincide with the result derived by Kuiken [5]. Therefore the present theory is a generaliza- 
tion of the Kuiken expansion. 
Differentiation of (3.5) yields in terms of the original variables at the origin x = 0: 
f"(0) = - 2~/a 2 + O(1/?~ 2) , g'(0) = ¥ 2/., 3 + O(1/2~). (3.6) 
In the limit (2.8) we also have 
XU 2 -+A ~ - f"(0)/2. (3.7) 
Indeed, these relations are found to be valid for the large-hiU solutions encountered in [4, 9], 
which checks the consistency of the theory above. 
Clearly, the approximation (3.5) to the phenomenon which we call a large hill is accurate 
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over most part of the range [ ~ I ~< 1r/2, but it fails near the end points of the cell. We first 
consider the left end and set 
=- r r /2+~t  , ~1 3,0. (3.8) 
Expanding (3.5) for ~1 ~ 0 + we find 
1 ~4 . ~¢ /./ 15 O(~31 In ~l )}, F(~) ~ (~ - ~ ~ +. .  ) + ~ + ~ {-~h In h + 
(3.9) 
: ~' +~, +o&,)}. G(,~) ,-. F(~) + X { -  
The leading term ~] is seen to be of the same order as the second term ff/X if ~t = O(X-~A) = 
O0a). For values of ~l of that order we rearrange (3.9) and multiply by X whence 
+ /16~ 1 4 
XF(~) - (X~ + C ~) u t~ , In ~1) - ~X~, +. . .  , 
2 u 16 (3.10) XG(~j) ~ (Mj 2, + ~ ' -  ~ ~ +. . .  ) + p('3-/ja In/h ) + 
+ (~uh ' ' -~X~ +. . . ) .  
Inspection of (3.10) shows that if ~1 = O(~) = O(X -v2) the first term is O(1), the second one is 
O(~a 2 1 n/a) and the third term is O(/12). Hence, a new hierarchy of terms has been constructed 
with LF and XG of order O(1) provided that ~l//a = O(1). From (3.2) and (3.8) it then follows 
that appropriate inner variables are 
f (x l )  , g(xi)/ la , xt=x+Tr l (21a)=~l/ la .  (3.11) 
These variables should be used for the description of the solution in a Comparatively small 
region near Xl = 0 and a matching argument (~1 ~ 0, Xl ~ oo) applied to (3.10) yields the 
following asymptotic behaviour for the quantities (3.11): 
f (x ,  ) = (~ta2x~ + C") + O(la 2 In U), 
(xl ~ oo) (3.12) 
+ - Xta2x~ +i f -  3x"-'~ +""  + O(~2 lnu). 
In Fig. 3.1. a large hill has been depicted and an attempt has been made to visualize the 
matching argument given above. 
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I I 
f(x)/f(O) 
matching matching 
reglon region I 
-~12 -~14 7/4 ~12 
I I ' I 
(3.12) i -~ I~- - - - (~-~) - -  (3.5) (f~) ~-(3.14)  
I I~  I I I 
Xl=O x~O ×2=0 
Figure 3.1 Large-hill solution matching at its feet with viscous olutions. 
The other foot of the hill (~ =/.tx = +1r/2) can be investigated in the same way and the relevant 
inner variables are 
f (x2)  , g(x2)/ l l  , x2=x-Tr / (2U)  (3.13) 
with asymptotic behaviour 
= (~-U x2 + ~¢) + O(/a 2 In/a), 
(x: ~-  ~) (3.14) 
g(x2) (22  2 ) 
/a - ~ x2 + ~-  3x--T +""  + O(~2 lnta). 
Since exponentially small solutions may be added on to (3.14) the continuation of the solution 
outside the cell for x2 ~ + ~ is non-unique. According to Ockendon [7] there are at least two 
possible continuations (I and II): 
Case 1. This is the case where 
fP~O , g~s  , X 2 ~+oo 
with exponentially small error. This possibility was investigated by Kuiken [5] for the case s = 
O. 
Case 11. The other possible solution becomes inviscid again beyond x2 = O, in other words a 
second cell exists for x2 > 0 and the solution considered above merges into the new cell via a 
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viscous interlayer centered at x2 = O. For general values of s, this possibility will be investigated 
in the next section. 
4. The viscous interlayer between two large hills 
In this section we will consider two adjacent large hills with parameters (Xi,#i)(i = 1,2). The two 
hills (Fig. 4.1) are separated from each other by a viscous interlayer and it will appear that the 
behaviour of the tangential velocity g in this layer is of crucial importance to the relation 
between the two large-hill solutions. 
It will be assumed that the limit (2.8) applies to both hills, viz. 
Xi~oo , I~i~O ÷ , Xila~ ~Ai>O '(i = 1,2) (4.1) 
where Xi and/a i are defined by (2.12) with f(0) andg(0) replaced by the values at Pi (i = 1,2; 
Fig. 4.1). In the limit (4.1) the results of Sec. 3 are valid for both hills and suitable O(1) 
variables in the viscous interlayer are given by (3.11) or (3.13) with/a replaced by/al or #2 
respectively. Of these we will choose (3.11) so that the reference scale of g in the viscous 
interlayer will be Vl. The appropriate independent variable is the unscaled x-coordinate of 
which the present origin is located at Po (Fig. 4.1) where f '  = 0. Since the origins of the 
coordinates x i given by (3.11) and (3.13) do not necessarily coincide with Po we set 
Xl  =x+A1 , x2 =x+A2 (4.2) 
and it will appear that the shifts A i vanish to leading order. 
The expansion of the solution in the viscous interlayer, suggested by (3.12) is now taken as 
f(x) = fo(X) +/-tl n/.t , ft (x) + . . . .  
2 
g(x) = _+/11 {go(X) +/al n/a 1 gl (x) + . . .  }, 
(4.3) 
P2 PO Pl 
Figure 4.1 Two hills connected via a viscous interlayer (at points Pi:f = 0). 
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where _+ = sign g(P~ ). We restrict ourselves to a consideration of the leading order governed by 
the equations 
fo" - fofo 1.,2 + ~1o = - 2s 2 , 
( '  = d/dx , fro(O) = O) (4.4) 
tt F t 
go - fogo  + logo  = O. 
These equations are obtained if (4.3) is substituted into (2.1) and the asymptotic boundary 
conditions are found from (3.12) with (X~) replaced by (Xt ,/A ) and from (3.14) with (X~u) 
replaced by (X2 ,P2): 
fo(X) ~X,t l~(x +A1) 2 +~¢, 
fo (x )  ~ x~(x + ~)~ + ~2 
gO(X)~ktld21(X +At)2  -I- ~'¢ 1
, X--~ +o% 
2 (4.5) 
+. . .  X -++c~,  3(x +AI) 
-+u2~ 2 3(x + %) 2 . . . .  } go(x)~.  ~ x2ta2(x+62) ~+~'~ + x- , -oo,  +/.q 
where x i has been replaced by (x + Ai), eq. (4.2), and the constants (7/are 
"~i = S2/(XiP~). (4.6) 
The asymptotic ondition for x ~ +oo uniquely determines the function fo. From the Appendix 
we infer 
fo(X ) = Xlp~(x + Al)2 + ~l ,  (4.7) 
and since f~(0) = 0 the shift A 1 must vanish (to the order considered). The condition (4.5) on 
fo as x ~ -oo now yields 
~:gl ---- ~:~2 ; ml=m2=0 ; ~ l ~.L21 = ~k2 iI.L~ (4.8) 
all valid to the order considered. Hence the limits Ai (4.1) must be the same: 
At = A2 = A (say) (4.9) 
and (4.7) becomes 
fo (x )=Ax 2 +s2/A , A -----•lp21 :X2p~,  (4.10) 
In other words the quantity f"(x)  approaches the same limit as one leaves the viscous interlayer 
in either direction provided that (4.1) can be applied. 
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With the simple result (4.10) for f0 we now consider the problem forgo. On the basis ofeqs 
(4.4) - (4.10) together with the definitions 
t = xA 1,'3 , -if(t) = A-l/ag o (x), 
a =s2 /a 4[3 , ,0=+122/+1,11, 
(4.11) 
the standardized problem governing the function g in the viscous interlayer can be written as 
g '  - (t 2 + a)~' + 2t~- = 0, ( '  = d/dO 
2 ~-~t  2 +a-  ~ + . . . .  t~  +oo, (4.12) 
~'~p t 2+a-  ~ +. . .  , t -~-~, .  
As in the case of f0 the asymptotic ondition with t ~ +~ uniquely determines the solution ~- 
for each value of the parameter a >__ 0 and this solution determines the value of p in the 
asymptotic behaviour for t ~ -~.  Hence the problem (4.12) implicitly defines a function p(a) 
from which the ratio of the ~i then follows with (4.11). At both ends t -- _+ ~ the second 
derivatives ~"are finite and they will differ in value depending on the parameter a. To leading 
• #t  • 
order the function g (x) wdl therefore tend to different limits as x -, _+ ~ and the ratio of these 
limits is equal to p(a). The results given above can now be summarized in the form of the 
following theorem (for relevant configuration see Fig. 4.1): 
Theorem (leading-order match). Let 
Xl/a ~ =A >0 , a=s2/A *ra 
and let p(a) be defined by (4.12). Then to leading order in the limit (4.1) 
X,,o)~ =;t2~t ~ ---A, --A 2 =A. ; la2/~ --I ,ol , ;t,/),,2 =,0 2. (4.13) 
Furthermore 
sign g(P1 )/sign g(P2) = sign p(a). 
In case p(a) = 0, the leading-order approximation to the function g(x) becomes exponentially 
small to the left of Po (Fig. 4.1) while the leading-order term forf(x) is the parabola (4.10) 
which continues indefinitely as x ~ -oo. (For this and other special cases ee Sec. 5) 
The fundamental function p(a) defined by (4.12) determines the leading-order relation 
between two adjacent large hills via (4.13). For a ~ [0,0o] the function p(a) has been calculated 
numerically and this will be considered in the next section. 
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5.  P roper t ies  o f  the  fundamenta l  funct ion  p 
5.1 Numerical calculation of p(a) 
For a given value of  a >~ 0 the quant i ty  o(a) can be computed  f rom its def in i t ion (4.12). The 
dif ferential  equat ion  (4.12) for ~-has been integrated numerical ly  w i th  the Bulirsch and Stoer 
method [3], start ing at t = T wi th  asymptot ic  values for ~-(T) and ~-' (T) and integrat ing down to 
t = -T .  F rom the results obta ined at t = -T  the factor p in (4 .12)can  then  be calculated. Use has 
been made of  an asymptot ic  expansion of  the so lu t ion~ with error O(t  -8) and it appeared that  
T = 9 is large enough to determine p(a) in at least 8 places of  decimals. For the details, see 
Dijkstra [4A]. The results p(a) have been tabulated in Table 5.1 and graphically represented in 
Fig. 5.1. It is clear that  p monoton ica l ly  increases f rom -2  to 1 as a increases f rom 0 to oo .  The 
solut ion g-(t) o f  the prob lem (4.12) and its second derivative have been depicted in Figs. 5.2 and 
5.3 and it will be clear that  the approx imat ion  t 2 + a (t  ~ oo) smooth ly  changes into p(a) (t 2 + 
a) (t  ~ -oo) over a restricted range of  the argument . For further  details, see Dijkstra [4A]. 
TABLE 5.1 
The function p and its asymptotic approximation Pas (a). 
P (a) Pas (a) (6.7) error • 10 ~ 
0 - 2 
0.02 - 1.94095034 
0.05 - 1.85539448 
0.10 - 1.72041018 
0.20 - 1.47627152 
0.30 - 1.26218996 
0.40 - 1.07370223 
0.50 - 0.90709938 
0.60 - 0.75928628 
0.70 - 0.62766944 
0.80 - 0.51006697 
0.90 - 0.40463603 
1.00 - 0.30981423 
1.25 - 0.11091888 
1.50 + 0.04552998 
2.00 + 0.27201985 
2.50 + 0.42466748 
3.00 + 0.53232449 
4.00 + 0.67061434 
5.00 + 0.75315918 
-1  
- 0.997 
- 0.988 
- 0.968 
- 0.911 
- 0.841 
- 0.765 
- 0.684 
- 0.601 
- 0.517 
- 0.434 
- 0.354 
- 0.276 
- 0.099 
+ 0.04966862 
+ 0.27252637 
+ 0.42472665 
+ 0.53232688 
+ 0.67061198 
+ 0.75315840 
+ 41386 
+ 5065 
+ 592 
+ 24 
- 24 
- 8 
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I / ] 
Figure 5.1 The functions p(a) and Pasfa). 
f I~ . . . . .  
Figure 5.2 The function-gft) for a = 0, compared with t 2 (t ~ 0) and -2 t  2 (t ~ 0); p(0) = -2 .  
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I 
? j "  ¢+®l 
I I I I 
Figure 5.3 The functiong"(t) for a = 0, 1 and 2. At right end~"(**) = 2. Limits at left end are the values 
T ' ( -=) .  
5.2 Approximations to the function p 
The asymptotic behaviour of p(a) for large values of a has been derived by Dijkstra [4A] and 
there holds 
7r 
p(a)  = po~(a)  + O(a4)  , a - a ~ ,~, 
2a~¢~- ' 
where 
p~(a)  = 
12 (1 
1-~+~ - + Ot 3 
I+~+~+ ~+ 
The quality of this approximation may be deduced from Fig. 5.1 and Table 5.1 and it produces 
good results beyond a = 2. However for most applications of  the theory, the parameter a lies in 
the range [0,1] and an expansion in Chebychev polynomials over this range has been con- 
structed by Dijkstra [4A] with a method from [6]. The approximation reads 
8 
po(a)= Z cnTn(x) , x=2a-1  , 0~<a~<l,  (5.1) 
rt=0 
where 
To(x )= l  , T , (x )=x , Tn+l (x )=2XTn(x) -Tn_ l (x  ) , n=l ,2  . . . . .  
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and the coefficients Cn are 
n Cn 
0 - 1.029290352 
1 + 0.829400853 
2 - 0.123888216 
3 + 0.015519846 
4 - 0.001712787 
5 + 0.000170848 
6 - 0.000015652 
7 + 0.000001332 
8 - 0.000000106 
The coefficient c9 was found to be 8 x 10 -9 which is in agreement with the error 
Ip (a ) -o0(a) l~<10 -a , 0~<a~<l.  
Hence, the data in Table 5.1 for p(a) with 0 ~<a ~< 1 will be recovered to full accuracy if (5.1) is 
used and it will be clear that the computing time needed by (5.1) is vanishingly small when 
compared with the time required by (4.12). 
5.3 Special cases 
In this section some special values of a will be considered. 
Case (i) a = 0 
If the parameter s appearing in the rotating-disk equations (2.1) is set equal to 0, then a defined 
by (4.11) vanishes and the solution ~- of the problem (4.12) can be written as a confluent 
hypergeometric function (see [ 1 ]): 
( 2 3 t3 ) 
~-(t)=32/3U - 7 ' 3 ' 3 , p (0 )=-2 .  (5.2) 
In terms of the original variables the leading-order approximation to the tangential velocityg(x) 
in the viscous interlayer becomes 
g(x) ~+la'A'/a32/aU( 32 '" 3 '2  Ax a )3  " (5.3) 
At the origin x = 0 (point Po, Fig. 4.1) this results yields 
g(O) ~ _+/alAtra3 2/a r(1/3)/v(-1/3), 
g'(O) ~ ¥ mA 2~ 34e r(2/3)/r(-2/3). 
(5.4) 
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The quantity Ip(a)l has a global maximum over the range 0 ~< a ~< oo attained at the boundary a
= 0 with value 2. From the leading-order match theorem (4.13) it then follows that the ratio 
Xl/X2 of amplitudes of two adjacent large hills is at most equal to O 2 --- 4, while the ratio ~//a l  
of the cell ranges is at most 2. For an application of these results see Sec. 7. 
Case (ii) a = 0.44274662. 
In this case we have p(a) = -1 ,  so that (4.13) yields 
X2 = Xl , /22 =/x l  if s 2 = 0.44274662(Xl/2~) 4/3. 
Hence - to leading order - the two adjacent large hills will be identical, the only difference 
being a change of sign in g. Of course, the argument may be repeated and a chain of large hills 
can be constructed (all with the same value of  X and/a) where the ultimate behaviour, i.e. grow 
or decay, then clearly depends on higher-order terms. For further elucidation of the importance 
of this special value of  p we refer to [9]. 
Case (iii) a = 1.42111689 
For this value of a the function p(a) vanishes. Hence, under the condition 
s 2 1.42111689(X l 2.4/3 = tq)  
the continuation of an inviscid large hill through a viscous layer in negative x direction will be 
the parabola (4.10) proceeding without bound as x -+ -oo, while g becomes exponentially small. 
Clearly this situation is very sensitive to the effect of higher-order terms in the perturbation 
expansion. The decay of~'and~" in the viscous layer has been depicted in Fig. 5.4. 
l 
- j  
Figure 5.4 
.5  
J ~ , t  
C 
Profiles ~t) and-g"(t) through a 'circulation shock' (a = 1.42111689). 
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If second-order ffects are neglected we might interpret this special case as a 'circulation shock': 
at one side of the viscous interlayer there is a certain rotation (g ~ 0) whereas at the other side 
there is no rotation at all and the velocity vector has only axial and radial components. For 
further details, see [9]. 
6. Second-order results for s = 0 
The theory presented above can be extended to higher order; indeed, Dijkstra [4A] has devel- 
oped a complete second-order theory for the special case s = 0 and it is believed that second- 
order results can be obtained in the same way for general values of the parameter s. The results 
of the second-order theory (s = 0) will now be presented. 
In the limit (4.1) we have for two adjacent large hills (Fig. 4.1) according to the leading- 
order match theorem with s = 0: 
)~2/a2=)~l/a~ , p(0)=-2~)~1/)~2=4 , /22//21=2. (6.1) 
The present author [4A] has shown that these relations are perturbed by an amount O~ 2) 
when second-order ffects are included, e.g. 
2 
)h/2 ~ - 1 +24.283166R 1 , RI =/~1/Xl =0(~) - ,0  (6.2) 
2 where the correction of order/21 represents he effect on f of the nonsymmetric shape ofg in 
the viscous interlayer. In addition this effect produces the following approximation to the value 
o f f  at Po (Fig. 4.1): 
f(Po) "" -Qg2(Po)/A , A = ;kl/221 (6.3) 
with g(Po) given by (5.4) and coefficient Q equal to 
f? Q = t2exp( - ~t3)~'2(t)dt = 2.060749186, (6.4) 
.~,(t) = U ( _  2 2 t a ) 
' 3 '  3 V(-1/3)/V(1/3). 
The constant Q is of fundamental importance in the theory of large hills since it also appears in 
the papers by Ockendon [7] and Bodonyi [2]. The reason for this is that the ratio (at Po) of the 
terms ff" and g2 in eq. 2.1 must have a particular value in the limit considered, otherwise the 
solution when continued from Po in positive x-direction explodes exponentially. In fact, it 
follows from (6.3) that at P0 (in the limit (4.1)) 
f f"  = Q, (6.5) 
-292 
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2 where (4.7) has been used to replace 2kip 1 by .f". Another quantity, relating values at P0 and 
P1 (Fig. 4.1), is 
g~ (Pl ) f(Po) • -Q(1 5.384733524 2/3 f(P1) g:(Po) = - R~ ), R~=lal /k~, (6.6) 
in which again the constant Q (6.4) appears. Note that the left-hand side in (6.6) is independent 
of the scales in f and g. 
The distance PoP1 (Fig. 4.1), which is rr/(2/al) in first-order theory, involves logarithmic 
terms of the perturbation parameter when higher-order ffects are incorporated. In fact there 
holds 
rr 8 
~1 .PoPI  = -~ + -~ R~ lnR~ +0.18737422R~ , R1 =~q/X~. (6.7) 
This formula expresses the fact that he quantities A~ and As in eq. (4.2) are different from 
zero when second-order ffects are considered. 
We conclude this section by stating some results relating quantities at infinity with large-hill 
parameters. The possibility of matching a large hill with the exponential decay at infinity was 
put forward by Ockendon [7], see case I at the end of Section 3. The work necessary to 
establish the required relationship was performed by Kuiken [5] for the case s = 0. His asymp- 
totic result for f(oo) has been compared with accurate numerical results and there appeared to 
be a systematic disagreement between theory and numerical solution. To resolve this problem 
we re-did the Kuiken calculation a d obtained aleading-order coefficient significantly different 
from his value. After correction the result became: 
f(oo) = (kp2)~t3 (-1.209707087 + 1.573089 R 2/3) (6.8) 
I I I I I l 
Figure 6.1 The solutions f(x) and g(x) at s = 0 for the third solution branch of the rotating-disk problem. 
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where R = #/X and X and/a are the parameters of the first large hill (counted from infinity in 
the direction of the disk) appearing in the solution. In addition to (6.8) the following new 
result for g has been obtained 
lim g(x) =¥0.5122093866R1ta ' 
x ,~ f ' (x )  
(6.9) 
where the upper sign will produce positive values ofg in the first large hill. 
All the results listed in this section refer to the case s = 0 and their quality will be investi- 
gated in the next section where a comparison with numerical results will be made. 
7. Comparison of theoretical with numerical results 
The asymptotic results presented in  this paper will now be compared with accurate numerical 
results calculated by Zandbergen [9]. In Section 7.1 the leading-order match theorem (4.13) 
will be verified for some cases with s 4= 0 and in Section 7.2 the second-order results for s = 0 
will be considered. 
Z1 The case s=/:O 
By continuing rotating-disk solutions for s = 1 + e through the disk Zandbergen [9] has calcu- 
lated numerical solutions to the equations (2.1) in which sequences of large hills appear. From 
these solutions we have selected two cases for the present comparison. Remote boundary 
TABLE 7.1 
Numerical and theoretical results for two adjacent hills in the configuration of Fig. 4.1 
with p near to - 1 and t~ ~ 0.04. 
Quantity 
ffP,) 
g(P,) 
f"(Pl) 
PoP1 
f(Po) 
f'(Po) 
f(P2) 
g(P2) 
Xt/Xa 
~2]#1 
Num. solution 
(source 191) 
1024.4 
-43.661 
-3.7198 
36.847 
0.53109 
3.7361 
995.74 
43.294 
1.0288 
1.0201 
Asymptotic value Eq. 
(present theory) 
h t = 1023.9 
/~, = 0.042621 
-2h I #~ = -3.7200 
n/(2tz, ) = 36.855 
s :/A l = 0.53763 
2h tta] = 3.7200 
h 2 = 995.21 
#2 = 0.043479 
O a = 1.0189 
la I = 1.0094 
(2.12) 
(2.12) 
(3.6) 
(2.11) 
(4.10) 
(4.10) 
(2.12) 
(2.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.13) 
s= 1;A~ = h~U] = 1.8600;a = s2/Aa4/3 =0.43717; 
p (a) = -1.0094 (eq. 5.1) 
Abs. Error 
definition 
definition 
0.0002 
0.008 
0.007 
0.02 
definition 
definition 
0.01 
0.01 
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TABLE 7.2 
Numerical and theoretical results for two adjacent hills in the configuration of Fig. 4.1 
with p near to -0.8 and # ~ 0.003. 
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Quantity 
ffP1) 
g(P,) 
f"(P,) 
Po P' 
f(Po ) 
r '  (Po) 
f(P~ ) 
g(P2 ) 
x,/h~ 
g2/~l 
L 
Num. solution 
(source [91) 
130874.3 
445.2868 
-3.030073 
461.6728 
0.6600119 
3.030169 
207021.4 
-560.0601 
0.6321764 
0.7951223 
Asymptotic value 
(present theory) 
k I = 130873.6 
#, = 0.003402401 
-2~1~ = -3.030072 
n/(2gl)= 461.6729 
s2 /A2  = 0.6600143 
2k2~  = 3.030280 
k2 = 207020.7 
#, = 0.002705325 
p* = 0.6322325 
Ipl= 0.7951305 
Eq. 
(2.12) 
(2.12) 
(3.6) 
(2.11) 
(4.10) 
(4.10) 
(2.12) 
(2.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.13) 
Abs. Error 
definition 
definition 
0.000001 
0.0001 
0.000002 
0.0001 
definition 
definition 
0.00006 
0.00001 
s= 1.000007; A 2 = h2/~  = 1.515140;a= s2/A 413 = 0.5746487; 
p (a)= -0.7951305 (eq. 5.1) 
conditions will be ignored in this section since we will focus our attention on the interrelation 
between two adjacent large hills in the configuration of Fig. 4.1. For the two cases considered 
the orders of magnitude of the parameters/a differ by a factor > 10 so that the errors in the 
leading order theory (which are 0(#2))  differ by a factor > 100. The actual comparison is made 
by arranging several relevant quantities in tabular form (Tables 7.1 and 7.2) and it is clear that a 
large reduction of the error appears as the level of the parameter # is reduced: the errors are 
smaller if the hills are closer to the limit (4.1). This demonstrates the asymptotic nature of the 
present heory. On the other hand it will be clear that the theory provides a powerful means to 
penetrate analytically in regions where large hills (or sequences of large hills) are present. In fact 
the present heory can be used to avoid any numerical calculation for those regions in which/a 
is small enough 
7.2 The case s = O 
Zandbergen [9] has revealed the complete structure of multiple solutions to the rotating-disk 
problem (2.1) and it is now clear that e.g. for s = 0 there are infinitely many solutions to the 
Von Karman problem, each of which satisfies the boundary conditions at the disk and at 
infinity. It will be convenient o count the solutions from n = 1 onwards and to let n -- 1 
correspond with the classical Von Karman boundary-layer solution. Then the solution fn(X) 
consists of f l (x )  near the disk followed by (n - l )  hills and the height of the hills grows 
asymptotically with a factor 4 (see Fig. 6.1 for f3(x)). Beyond the last hill the solution merges 
with the exponential decay at infinity, viz. 
fn(X) ~fn(OO) + exp. small terms, x ~ oo. 
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The numbers fn(OO) appear to have an accumulation point, indicated by f~(,,o), which corre- 
sponds to the limit-solution branch of the problem. An accurate value for f~(oo) can be 
obtained by applying a well-defined extrapolation technique to values for fn(,,~ ) with 1 ~< n ~< 7. 
The numerical results for these values of n have been tabulated in Table 7.3, where Xn and ta n 
refer to the largest hill in the solution (fn,gn). 
According to the theory we must have 
~,n/Xn-l =4 +O(ta2n) , tan_l/#n = 2 +O~2n). 
where the error term with subscript n will be 4 times as small as at the level (n - l ) .  Hence, we 
can apply Richardson extrapolation i precisely the same way as in the Romberg algorithm for 
the trapezoidal rule. The extrapolation for the ratio of the quantities X has been performed in 
Table 7.4 and it is clear that the extrapolation is correct. 
The same procedure can be applied to the ratio of  tan with a similar esult. It follows that the 
quantities XntaZn can be extrapolated in the same way and one obtains 
lim ~. ta2 = (~ta2)~ = 0.02860302601. 
/'/---+co n F/ 
In the same limit (6.8) becomes 
f®(~) = -- 1.209707087 (~ta2)Ira = --0.3699566901. 
TABLE 7.3 
Quantities relevant o the first 7 solutions of the Von Karman 
>roblems ( = 0) 
n 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
-fn (~) 
0.8844741102 
0.4477233339 
0.3873746413 
0.3741975175 
0.3710099805 
0.3702195833 
0.3700223866 
2.497764172 
9.572567631 
37.78586389 
150.6370591 
602.0419285 
2407.661458 
1000~ n
186.7367737 
62.48933600 
28.43748256 
13.89364721 
6.906944470 
3.448510653 
TABLE 7.4 
Richardson extrapolation for ratio of h n 
hn/hn-I 
3.832454536 
3.947307070 
3.986598256 
3.996638889 
3.999159102 
0 (u2)--, 0 
3.985591248 
3.999695318 
3.999985767 
3.999999173 
O (u')--, 0 
4.000635589 
4.000005130 
4.000000067 
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On the other hand the datafn(OO ) may be extrapolated to the limit and one finds after removing 
terms of O(ju 2) and O(/14): 
f= (oo) = -0.3699566902. 
From the mutual agreement between theoretical and numerical results it can be inferred that 
(i) The accuracy of the numerical results is beyond all doubt 
(ii) The theory can take over when the numerical method becomes too laborious. 
To illustrate these conclusions we finally present an explicit formula for fn(OO): 
-fn(oo) = 0.3699566901 +1.076226.4 TM + 2.3956.4 -2n + 4.5.4 -3n. 
At n = 1, where the solution f l  (x) does not contain any hill at all, this formula produces 
-f l (°°) ~ 0.859 (error 0.025) 
while at n = 3 the error is already at the level 10 -7 . 
8. Concluding remarks 
The theory presented in this paper is a powerful means to obtain insight into the behaviour of 
sequences of large hills or into possible solution-structures of the governing equations. It also 
demonstrates the power of the method of matched asymptotic expansions. Furthermore it
furnishes an independent check on results obtained with some numerical method of solution. It 
is believed that the present theory can be applied also to the two-disk problem for large 
Reynolds numbers. It is planned to use the present results for the construction of the limit-solu- 
tion branch for the single rotating-disk problem. 
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Appendix A 
Theorem. Let fE  C4(-oo,oo) be a solution to the differential equation 
!t"2 = -2s :  ' = d/dx -o0  < x < oo, f "  - i f "  + 2-  , , 
such that for constants A, B and C: 
f (x )=Ax 2 +Bx-C+o(1)  , x-~oo , A>0.  
(A.l) 
(A.2) 
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Then 
f (x)  =Ax 2 +Bx + C, 
B 2 - 4AC = -4s  2 , 
( B)' 
f (x ) ;A  x + -~ 
Proof We differentiate the 
where 
D. Di]kstra 
-~  < x < ~, (A.3) 
(A.4) 
+ s 2/A. (A.5) 
differential equaiton (A.1) and multiply the result by exp( -F)  
rx  
F(x) = Jo f ( t )dt  Ax3/3 
It follows that 
hence 
[exp( -F ) f " l '=  0, 
f ' (x )  = D exp (F(x)). 
, x --* ~ .  (A .6 )  
From (A.6) we infer that in case D 4= 0 the function f "  (and hence/) explodes exponentially 
for x - ~ since A > 0. This contradicts (A.2). Therefore,D = 0 so that f" '  = 0 and fmust  be a 
parabola, which in view of (A.2) must be (A.3). Substituting the solution (A.3) into (A.1) we 
obtain (A.4). Combination of (A.3) and (A.4) yields the result (A.5). 
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